
 

 

 

Press release  

LEAFY LOVE AFFAIR 
- Houseplant obsession takes root in the millennial generation - 

 

• The millennial obsession with houseplants shows no signs of slowing, with 

three quarters (76%) of flatsharers now owning at least one houseplant - and 

one in five also admitting they speak to their plants1 

• In response SpareRoom, the flatshare site, has now launched the first ever 

book of bedtime stories for plants – this collection of short stories is designed 

for plant parents to read to their plants 

 

Many people like talking to their plants, believing it aids their growth, with Prince Charles2 

possibly the most high-profile nature natterer. Now, with new research from flatshare site 

SpareRoom, it seems Prince Charles isn’t the only one having a leafy love affair, with one in 

five (21%) Brits admitting they also speak to their plants.  

 

In recent years houseplants have experienced a huge surge in popularity, with over 

2.4million posts tagged #houseplant on Instagram. Houseplants have become especially 

favoured among millennial flatsharers, with 76% now owning them. According to those 

flatsharers surveyed by SpareRoom, a third (34%) say they take on plant parenthood so that 

they have something to nurture, love and take care of, while 15% actually have names for all 

their plants. What’s more, over a quarter (27%) care for their plants so deeply they wouldn’t 

trust even their housemates to look after them properly while they’re away.  

 

With the UK continuing to experience an outright houseplant obsession, flatshare site 

SpareRoom has launched the first ever bedtime stories for plants – specifically designed for 

‘plant parents’ to read aloud to their ‘plant babies’ to encourage botanical development.  

 

Research has shown that the twilight hours are an important time for plant development as 

they use the energy they stored up during the day through photosynthesis3. In addition, the 

darkness can also be a trigger for plants to fruit, set seed or flower.  

 

With this in mind, and with the knowledge that one in five (21%) flatsharers already chat to 

their plants, SpareRoom set about creating the first ever piece of literature for the leafy, 

making it easier than ever for people to give their plants a daily dose of vocal 

encouragement. 

  

Bedtime Stories for Plants, written by children’s author Alice Hemming and illustrated by Livi 

Gosling, includes a collection of three short stories4 entitled ‘The Three Ferns’, ‘Longing’ and 

‘What Goes Around’. The stories are designed to be read aloud to plants and can be 

downloaded for free from SpareRoom as an eBook (here) or audiobook (here). 

 

 

http://www.spareroom.co.uk/
https://static.spareroom.co.uk/downloads/BedtimeStoriesForPlants.pdf
https://soundcloud.com/spare-room


 

It’s not just houseplants that could benefit from having the bedtime stories read aloud to 

them. Communicating with nature could also improve the reader’s mental health, with some 

people finding that regular reading sessions with plants can help fight anxiety5.  

 

Matt Hutchinson, Director of SpareRoom adds: "Owning a property seems like a distant 

dream for many young renters but living somewhere that feels like home shouldn’t be. With 

so few tenancies allowing pets or letting tenants redecorate, we’re seeing more and more 

people are turning to houseplants as the ideal way to personalise their space.  

 

It makes perfect sense. Plants can totally change the feel of even the most functional space, 

plus they’re relatively affordable and, unlike bulky furniture or colour schemes, you can take 

them with you when you move.” 

 

Plant expert and gardening blogger Angela Slater comments: “Talking to your plants is 

not only beneficial to their health but also your own mental well-being. If you’re stuck for 

something to say and think that you’re going to feel a bit of an idiot, then these stories are 

just the thing to get you started.” 

 

The Bedtime Stories for Plants book can be downloaded by proud plant parents here. For 

those wanting to reap the benefits without having to chat themselves, SpareRoom has also 

created an audiobook version of the bedtime stories which can be played to plants here.  

 

- ENDS - 

 
For more information please contact spareroom@cowpr.com or call 020 7234 9150. 

 

Notes to Editors 

1. Research conducted by SpareRoom in 2019 with 7,829 flatsharers 

2. https://www.express.co.uk/news/royal/1065535/Prince-charles-talks-to-plants-reason-
revealed-spt 

3. According to Angela Slater, plant expert and gardening blogger 

4. The Three Ferns is a tale about three plants with different hopes and dreams, which follows 

each fern’s journey after they leave the nursery. In Longing, a trailing plant sits alone, 

desperate for its leaves to grow long enough so it can catch the attention of a sculpture on the 

shelf. What Goes Around is inspired by the Chinese money plant and how happiness can 

come from giving luck rather than receiving it.   

5. https://www.bbc.co.uk/bbcthree/article/d0d1eda4-354a-4625-aaa7-18945043665b   

 

 

Insights from plant expert Angela Slater 

How common is talking to plants? 

It is unclear exactly what proportion of people who keep plants do communicate with them, but 

committed vegetable growers have long spoken words of encouragement to their prized specimens.  

 

How do plants develop at night? 

At night plants will utilise the energy they have stored up during the day through photosynthesis. 

Plants have evolved to need a period of darkness and in some plants the amount of dark/light triggers 

their period of fruiting, setting seed or flowering, as is the case with that iconic Christmas plant, the 

poinsettia. 
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About SpareRoom  

SpareRoom is the UK’s leading flat and house share site with over 9 million registered users. 

Founded in the UK in 2004, the company expanded into the US market in 2011 and has currently 

helped a million people find a room or roommate in the US. 

 

About Angela Slater 

Angela was born in the countryside and has a lifelong love of both the natural world and the 

cultivated, with a particular love for growing vegs. She studied Conservation and Land Management 

which led to a rare raised bog being restored. She has worked both in the outdoor plant department 

and with the houseplants at Hayes Garden World before her present position as a blogger on the 

internet. 

 

About Alice Hemmings 

Alice is a children's author and she writes for children of all ages. She has had over 50 books 

published in the UK and internationally, including picture books and chapter books and has also 

written for websites, reading schemes and even a talking bear! Two of her books were selected for 

the National Library Summer Reading Challenge.  

 

About Livi Gosling  

Livi is an illustrator and glutton living in a quiet Hertfordshire village. If she’s not drawing, then you'll find 

her pottering about the kitchen or out walking in the countryside. 
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